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ABSTRACT
Video-based services have become popular. Clients often outsource

their videos to the cloud to relieve local maintenance. However,

privacy has emerged as a major concern since many videos contain

sensitive information. While retrieving (unencrypted) videos has

been widely studied, encrypted multimedia retrieval receives rare

attention, at best in a limited form of similarity searches on images.

We initiate the study of scalable encrypted video search in which

a client can search videos similar to an image query. Our modular

framework abstracts intrinsic attributes of videos in semantics and

visuals to capture their contents. We advocate two-step searches

by incorporating lightweight searchable encryption techniques for

pre-screening and an interactive approach for fine-grained search.

We provide two instantiations – The basic one searches over

semantic keywords, feature extraction, and locality-sensitive hash-

based visual representations. The advanced one employs forward

and backward private searchable encryption [CCS 2017] over deep

hashing [CVPR 2020]. Our experimental results illustrate their prac-

tical performance over multiple real-world datasets.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Privacy-preserving protocols; • In-
formation systems→ Information retrieval.

KEYWORDS
Privacy-Preserving Video Retrieval, Searchable Encryption, Multi-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video-based services stimulate massive videos production daily [28,

47, 48]. Storing videos in the cloud can alleviate local storage costs.

Nevertheless, privacy has emerged as a key concern since cloud fa-

cilities are not fully trusted. Cloud servers can be service providers

(e.g., Netflix, Snapchat), and their services often feature access con-

trol. Videos, as content-rich media, can contain much sensitive

or identifiable information. Encrypt-before-outsource is a feasible

solution for privacy. However, standard encryption (e.g., AES) does
not support any operation, making it difficult to retrieve encrypted

videos as in the plaintext domain. Fully/Somewhat-homomorphic

encryption (FHE/SHE) achieves primitive operation (e.g., “+” and
“×”) on encrypted data, yielding encrypted retrieval results that

align with those computed on plaintext. However, implementing

video search (e.g., involving high-dimensional features) by F/SHE

is still far from practical. Our goal is to provide a practical design

for searching similar encrypted videos without using heavyweight

cryptography (e.g., FHE).
Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) [51] allows a client to

encrypt her data without sacrificing the ability to search over it. Its

initial form focuses on exact keyword searches on encrypted textual
files. Generalizing SSE for videos is non-trivial since they are more

expressive than texts (containing only keywords). Typically, a video

can be decomposed into time domain and spatial domain. The time

domain can summarize high-level semantics of that video (e.g., a
flight is taking off) with time elapsing. The spatial domain targets at

visual attributes often encoded by high-dimensional feature vectors.

1.1 Goals and State-of-the-Arts
Many SSE schemes rely on either oblivious RAM for stronger secu-

rity or F/SHE for calculating similarity (e.g., Hamming distance),

which are not suitable for searching videos. We aim at an encrypted
video search framework from only lightweight cryptography:

1) Scalability. Since computation on plaintext is always cheaper

than that on ciphertext, we preprocess videos in plaintext to sim-

plify the later encrypted search phase. Moreover, employing only

lightweight cryptography is also vital for scalability.

2) Content-based similarity. Different from keyword searches, it

is less likely to match a particular video exactly the same as another.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3524273.3528190
https://doi.org/10.1145/3524273.3528190
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Scheme Media Type Security Cryptographic Tools Similarity

Keyword SSE [32, 36] Texts Adaptive Security Standard PRF ✗

ORAM-based SSE [21] Texts Adaptive Security + FP Oblivious RAM ✗

Similarity Search [38, 60] Images Adaptive Security Additive HE ✓

Basic Instantiation Images, Videos Adaptive Security Standard PRF ✓

Advanced Instantiation Videos Adaptive Security + FP + BP Range-constrained PRF ✓

Table 1: Comparison to Prior Arts

Instead, clients are more willing to find relevant videos sharing

similar frames or topics. Standard SSE is tailored for textual data,

i.e., splitting and matching 1-dimensional keywords. Particularly,

2-dimensional attributes of video content have been overlooked.

3) Modular design. To our best knowledge, we are the first to

start an interdisciplinary direction by integrating SSE and video

processing techniques. We encapsulate algorithm/protocol(s) with

modular design, expecting to stimulate future research as baselines.

First attempt. Given great success on SSE, we try to apply exist-

ing schemes straightforwardly (i.e., no optimization/modification)

for searching encrypted videos. Table 1 summarizes evaluative re-

sults. For attaining high accuracy, Dynamic SSE [32] and Bipartite-

SE [36] require a large amount of keywords caused by textual

description of videos, thus yielding a huge size of encrypted data-

base. As for similarity search, Simhash-SE [38] and LSH-SE [60]

perform search linearly over entire video database, assisted by

computationally-heavy cryptography. Currently, no work on simi-

larity search guarantees forward and backward privacy [3].

1.2 Image-to-Video Framework from SSE
Fairly, SSE over videos is promising but has not been studied. To our

best knowledge, we are the first to propose an image-to-video SSE
framework, for retrieving encrypted videos with image queries. Our

solution is more accurate and (storage-)inexpensive than purely

building on keyword-based SSE or secure image retrieval.

A generic framework withmodular design.We build a generic

framework for searching encrypted videos that are semantically

and visually similar to image queries. We need neither to devise

new SSE tailored for videos nor to compute similarity by costly

F/SHE, but reasonably incorporate standard SSE (e.g., [3, 32]) and
multimedia processing techniques (e.g., [43], [65], [13]). Our frame-

work contains a quadruple of algorithms/protocols, each of which

is modular with multiple ingredients. We define search correctness

and prove security atop standard SSE security.

Hierarchical search for content-similar videos. Our frame-

work is hierarchical, including coarse and meticulous searches.

It first pre-screens candidates (i.e., possible semantically-similar

videos) by keyword search and then distills the candidates by sim-

ilarity search with ranking. Simply using SSE for videos (seen as

textual files) overlooks visual features, i.e., hard to be described via

only keywords, resulting in inaccurate search. Purely using secure

image search (split into consecutive frames) cannot capture time-

domain relation, thus computationally inefficient for redundancies.

Optimal search and small storage. By instantiating SSE [3, 32],

our framework achieves (quasi-optimal) complexity as in mod-

ern SSE, avoiding to traverse entire database. In particular, SSE

schemes [3, 32] are built on computationally-efficient (standard /con-
strained) pseudorandom functions, without relying on any heavy-

weight cryptography. For accuracy, data owner returns top-𝑘 similar

videos to users by sorting decrypted results with Jaccard similar-

ity [58]. Semantic keyword universe is much smaller than that of a

purely SSE-based approach. Although a video may belong to multi-

ple subsets, we store video identifiers (not encrypted copy of each

video) for small storage.

1.3 Our Contributions
We fill the blank of encrypted video search, providing a scalable

and modular design for searching content-similar videos. Table 1

shows the comparison of our design with simply adapting prior

arts for encrypted video search.

(1) Our framework is generic for integrating different up-to-

date primitives (with similar functionalities). It is (asymptotically)

optimal in search time and incurs small storage at the server.

(2) We formalize the syntax of our framework in a modular

fashion and prove the adaptive security.

(3) To balance efficiency and security, we present two concrete in-

stantiations. We conduct experiments over real-world datasets [33,

37, 39, 52] to show the efficiency, accuracy, and practicality.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
General notion of searchable encryption. Curtmola et al. [14]
proposed the first inverted-index-based solution, achieving optimal

search complexity (which is linear in the number of files matching

the queried keyword) in a static setting. The follow-up work [32]

extends it to dynamic SSE to support both addition and removal

of files. Since then, great efforts have been devoted to advancing

dynamic SSE in security and query functionality [2, 3, 5, 30, 31, 53].

When adapting SSE for videos, a naïve approach [41] is to first de-

rive a set of keywords from each video for description, and then call

any SSE scheme by treating videos as “textual files.” Yet, this either

requires dedicated effort in generating a large keyword universe

descriptive enough for indexing all videos, or only retrieves videos

in a coarse granularity with plenty of mismatching ones.

Encrypted Image Search with similarity. Similarity search

returns results with quantified similarities (under some distance

metric) within a threshold. Two studies [34, 60] apply locality sen-

sitive hashing (LSH) [24] on feature vectors extracted from the

original data, realizing similarity search over encrypted feature-

rich data (e.g., images). However, their cost is linear in the database

size. Li et al. [38] resort to simhash [9] (similar to LSH) and then

use dynamic SSE [32] to index hashing values, but need a strong as-

sumption of two non-colluding servers. Moreover, all of them only
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Figure 1: Encrypted Image-to-Video Framework

consider spatial domain via feature vectors. Indeed, one can also use

image retrieval for time domain (e.g., a one-second video clip has

25 frames/images). Nevertheless, this incurs massive redundancies

due to small variations among consecutive frames.

Pure retrieval of unencrypted videos. Unencrypted video re-
trieval has been well-studied. We outline a few of major approaches

below. Content-based approach [8] relies on semantic words de-

scribing the concepts/topics of videos or visual description based on

spatiotemporal attributes (e.g., motion, shape). Pre-trained concept

approach [50] allows textual queries based on high-level events

(e.g., a parade) learned via semantic word embeddings [15, 16], or

queries based on (extracted) features (e.g., SIFT [43]). For example,

Snoek et al. [49] use machine learning to extract visual features

which should represent the video as accurate as possible [46, 62].

Multiple features (related to object, scene, and actions) can be com-

bined for recognizing something special such as human action [23].

Naturally, the more expressive the representation is, the more com-

plex is the search [4], thus it is also important to consider scalabil-

ity [12]. For example, one may focus on the most frequent features,

say, according to the bag of visual words [13] which counts their

occurrences. One can also combine semantics and features for rep-

resentation [54]. Finally, there are many other aspects related to

video search from a long history of research, such as arranging the

search results with a hierarchy [29].

Security definition on standard SSE. Dynamic SSE allows a

searchable database to add/delete a file constrained by some accept-

able leakages. Forward privacy [53] avoids a newly inserted file

from beingmatchedwith previous search queries. ORAM-structural

solution [21] can hide the tracing of adding files and conceal ac-

cess pattern for acquiring forward privacy. Yet, it renders huge

communication overhead, even worse than the trivial approach of

streaming all outsourced data [45], thus not suitable for large-scale

video search. Later, Bost [2] propose a simply-but-efficient solution

without relying ORAM. After its concept [53], backward privacy

has been formally defined [3]. It guarantees that a deleted keyword

from a document can not reveal this document afterwards.

3 NEW DEFINITION AND SECURITY
3.1 Image-to-Video Encrypted Search
Figure 1 shows the three parties in our search framework: the

data owner DO, the users U, and the remote server SS. Here,
hierarchical search consists of coarse search and meticulous search

with rank, where the former one aims to pick relevant videos in

generality, and the latter one with rank is fine-tuning the search

for retrieving top-𝑘 similar ones.

For each video, DO extracts semantic keywords and reserves

keyframes for attaining visual similarity. Semantic keywords serve

as a textual label capturing general contents (e.g., summarizing sim-

ilar frames in consecutive time periods like a flight taking off), for

eliminating redundancies. Visual similarity identifies the attributes

that can be easily seen by eyes but difficult to be described in words.

All videos are then grouped into subsets based on the labels. This

serves as the basis for the coarse search on SS via sub-linear SSE,

i.e., locating subsets given semantic keywords from a query. The

meticulous search on SS is performed over the subsets of videos

(with similar semantics to the query). After extracting feature vec-

tors from each keyframe of every video, DO discards infrequent

features, viewed as some sort of “noise”, that contribute negatively

to later retrieval. Those frequent features are then used to obtain

visual representations via traditional/deep hashing. Compared to

semantic keywords, the visual representations generated from fea-

tures encode more detailed visual information. Then another in-

stance of SSE is used to retrieve videos that are visually similar.

Candidate results will be ranked at DO using similarity mea-

surement, ensuring that the most relevant results are returned toU.

Besides, assisted by SSE, our framework is updatable for securely

adding/deleting videos.

3.2 New Syntax of Our Framework
Below recites the syntax of dynamic SSE [3], in which the algo-

rithms/protocols will be used as subroutines for our framework.

Definition 1 (Dynamic SSE). A dynamic SSE scheme contains a
triple of protocols:

• ((𝐾, 𝜎); EDB) ← Setup(_,DB;⊥): On input a security param-
eter _ and a database DB, the protocol outputs secret key and
client’s state (𝐾, 𝜎) to the client, and the encrypted database
EDB to the server.
• ((𝜎 ′,DB(𝑤)); EDB′) ← Search(𝐾, 𝜎,𝑤 ; EDB): On input 𝐾 ,
𝜎 , and a keyword 𝑤 , the client outputs an updated state 𝜎 ′

and DB(𝑤). On input EDB, the server outputs the updated
encrypted database EDB′.
• (𝜎 ′; EDB′) ← Update(𝐾, 𝜎, in; EDB): On input 𝐾, 𝜎 , and an
update batch in, the client outputs 𝜎 ′. On input EDB, the server
outputs updated EDB′.

Our image-to-video search framework is defined below.

Definition 2 (Image-to-Video Framework). A secure image-
to-video framework of searches and dynamic updates (SItVF) includes
a set of four algorithms/protocols:

• VidStp(D) computes a semantic keyword setW and a visual
representation set R for each video 𝐷 in dataset D, finally
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outputting an encrypted database EDB and client state (𝐾,𝐾∗,
𝜎, 𝜎∗).
• HichSrch(𝑞; EDB) is an interactive protocol to search encrypted
videos issued by 𝑞 over encrypted database EDB. It outputs
video set D𝑞 .
• Rank(D𝑞, SmMm) inputs D𝑞 and similarity measurement
SmMm, and outputs a ranked setD′𝑞 constrained byD′𝑞 ⊆ D𝑞 .
• VidUpdt(EDB) updates EDB to be EDB′.

3.3 Security for SItVF
For adaptive security of dynamic SSE, two gamesRealΠA and IdealΠA,S
are defined for real-world execution and ideal-world simulation, re-

spectively. In RealΠA , dynamic SSE is executed exactly as specified,

where the adversary A observes the real transcripts of each opera-

tion. In IdealΠA,S , a simulator S simulates dynamic SSE execution

given “reasonable leakage” L from A. Finally, A outputs a bit 𝑏 to

denote whether it is in the real or ideal game.

Definition 3. A dynamic SSE scheme is L-adaptively-secure if
for any PPT adversary A, there exists a PPT simulator S such that
|Pr(RealΠA (_) = 1) − Pr(IdealΠA,S (_) = 1) | ≤ negl(_).

We adapt the adaptive security to SItVF in Theorem 3.1 and

present a Proposition 1 which can be proven via counterexamples.

Theorem 3.1 (Security for SItVF). SItVF is adaptively secure
(as in SSE), if 1) both the coarse and meticulous searches satisfy Defi-
nition 3; and 2) no extra leakage (i.e., between R and subset identifier)
exists when subsets are located.

Proposition 1. Let SrchFw be a searching framework composing
of two SSE schemes SSE1, SSE2. Security satisfactory of SSE1, SSE2

does not imply identical security of SrchFw.

We then define the correctness of SItVF, which is different from

that of Dynamic SSE for exact keyword searches.

Definition 4 (SItVF Correctness.). Our SItVF is correct, if for
∀_ ∈ N, all the keys, all the encrypted database and indices output
by outputted by HichSrch, and all the search or update operations,
the coarse search returns correct subset identifiers and the meticulous
search returns correct (i.e., top-𝑘 relevant and similar) videos except
with negligible probability in _.

3.4 An Illustrative Example
Before going into modularization, we give a simple example for

illustrating the usage of our framework, from the perspective of

API-level definition.

As shown in Figure 2, suppose that six sub-datasets (fromD) with
identifiers {“ABCD”, “BACD”, “DABC”, . . . } Videos in the six sub-

datasets are indexed by the visual representations R = {“010101”,

“010001”, “100010”, “100011”, “110010”, . . .}
Given an image query 𝑞 fromU, DO obtains its semantic key-

word “dog” and visual representation “010001”, from which search

tokens are derived. In the coarse search, SS retrieves two sub-

datasets with identifiers “CDAB” and “ACBD” using the token cor-

responding to “dog”. For tradition keyword searches of SSE, the

returned results are encrypted data which is stored before. Here, we

use an almost storage-free method that only storing the identifiers

Figure 2: An Example of Encrypted Video Search

of sub-datasets instead of the whole encrypted database. In the

meticulous search, SS finds two encrypted videos using the other

token corresponding to “010001” from the retrieved subsets. These

two videos are decrypted and ranked via measuring similarity at

DO, and then sent back toU.

4 MODULARIZATION AND INGREDIENTS
We encapsulate Algorithm 1, Protocol 1, Algorithm 2, and Protocol 2

for a modular design. Besides, we review literature and provide a

set of choices in each module.

4.1 Video Preprocessing and Setup
Algorithm 1 consists of video preprocessing (see Figure 3) and data-

base setup over encrypted videos. In preprocessing, DO extracts

a universe of semantic keyword W from video database for cap-

turing high-level semantics (e.g., motions, events, topics) in the

time domain. Here, the size ofW is much smaller than that of the

universe in keyword-based SSE (e.g., [32, 36]) since W does not

refer to any detailed variation, such as wrinkles around eyes. Se-

mantics play a role in reducing redundancies, i.e., decomposing

a video to textual labels and keyframes, and clustering videos of

similar topics into subsets. We then resort to mature multimedia

processing techniques for deriving visual representations R (from

keyframes/videos) of D, where similar parts of a keyframe yield

the same visual representation.

Building encrypted video database benefits from semantics and

visuals extracted from videos, both pertinent to understanding-

level contents. Relation of W-subset pairs and R-video pairs can

be outlined as keyword-file pairs in standard SSE. Drawing from

index-based SSE, we prepare indices for the whole set of videos,

instead of performing heavy (homomorphic) operations on the

spots of encrypted data. Encryption for index-based SSE relies on

any symmetric-key encryption (SKE), such as AES.

Algorithm 1 VidStp(D)
1: W← SemExtra(D) ⊲ Extract a semantic keyword set

2: G← VisExtra(D) ⊲ Extract feature vectors

3: R𝑖 ← VisRepGen(G, 𝐷𝑖 ) ⊲ Generate 𝑅𝑖 using hashing

4: ((𝐾,𝐾∗, 𝜎, 𝜎∗); EDB) ← Setup(_,DB;⊥) ⊲ Database setup

Table 2 summarizes several branches of SSE for multimedia,

including texts, image, and videos. Standard SSE schemes, such
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Figure 3: Video/Multimedia Preprocessing

as [3, 7, 32, 36], are designed for encrypted “key-value” database.

They are naturally suitable for textual search by splitting any doc-

ument to be a set of keywords. Being aware of infeasibility (not

support computation) from exact matching, researchers extend a

new line of similarity/fuzzy search (e.g., [38, 60, 66]) by comparing

various difference. Similarity boils down to various (traditional)

hashing techniques, e.g., simhash in [38] and LSH in [60], in which

similar inputs map to similar outputs. Both branches have been

explored well for pixel/word-wise searches, without referring to

any “understanding-level” contents.

Method Common Use Work
Keyword split texts, emails [3, 7, 32, 36]

Traditional hash texts, images [38, 60, 66]

Method Recomm. Type Ingredient

Feature extract images, audios

SIFT [43], SURF [1]

BoVW [13]

Deep hashing images, audios, videos [44, 55, 61, 64, 65]

Cross-modal

text↔image/video [11, 20, 22, 27, 40]

image↔video [42, 63]

Table 2: Multimedia Processing Techniques

Machine/Deep learning, used as a tool, can try to understand

training data for classification, recognition, etc. Feature extrac-

tors, such as SIFT [43], SURF [1], can capture informative and non-

redundant features of inputting data, while BoVW [13] clusters sim-

ilar features to an identical “bag”. Deep hashing [44, 55, 61, 64, 65]

maintains feature-wise similarity conditioned on training data, fi-

nally yielding a fixed-length hashing code for each image. Unlike

traditional hashing (e.g., LSH in [60], consistent hashing in [66]), it

additionally supports quick joining of new data, e.g., simply gen-

erating new hashing codes via an established neural network [65]

without suffering any recomputation/remapping. Currently, cross-

modal works mainly spot on transformative features/similarity

between texts and images/videos, such as [11, 20, 22, 27, 40]. Image-

video transformation is still tough in the plain domain, due to

complicated measurement on multi-dimensional relevance.

From a mathematical perspective, no matter traditional/deep

hashing and feature extraction can be abstracted as a general func-

tion that maps similar inputting data to identical outputs in a par-

ticular form. Our insight is to adopt such meaningful similarity

in the plain domain for acquiring higher practical performance,

rather than relying on heavy cryptography for computing various

(inflexible) distances.

4.2 Hierarchical Search

Protocol 1 HichSrch(𝑞; EDB)
1: (w𝑞, r𝑞) ←WRquery(𝑞) ⊲ Generate search tokens

2: ((𝜎 ′,DB(𝑤𝑞)); EDB′) ← CoarSearch(𝐾, 𝜎,𝑤𝑞 ; EDB)
3: ((𝜎 ′∗,DB(𝑟𝑞))); EDB′∗) ← MetiSearch(𝐾∗, 𝜎∗, 𝑟𝑞 ; EDB′)

Scheme Comp-S Comp-U
Dsse [32] O(𝑛𝑤) -

Moneta [3] O(𝑎𝑤 log𝑁 + log
3 𝑁 ) O(log

2 𝑁 )
Diana [3] O(𝑎𝑤) O(log𝑎𝑤)
Mitra [7] O(𝑎𝑤) O(1)
Orion [7] O(𝑛𝑤 · log

2 𝑁 ) O(log
2 𝑁 )

Horus [7] O(𝑛𝑤 · log𝑑𝑤 · log𝑁 ) O(log
2 𝑁 )

Sd [17] O(𝑎𝑤 + log𝑁 ) O(log
3 𝑁 )

Qos [17] O(𝑛𝑤 log 𝑖𝑤 + log
2 |𝑊 |) O(log

3 𝑁 )
Scheme Comm-S Comm-U
Moneta [3] Õ(𝑎𝑤 log𝑁 + log

3 𝑁 ) Õ(log
3 𝑁 )

Diana [3] O(𝑛𝑤 + 𝑑𝑤 · log𝑎𝑤) O(1)
Mitra [7] O(𝑎𝑤) O(1)
Orion [7] O(𝑛𝑤 · log

2 𝑁 ) O(log
2 𝑁 )

Horus [7] O(𝑛𝑤 log
2 𝑁 ) O(log

2 𝑁 )
Sd [17] O(𝑎𝑤 + log𝑁 ) O(log

3 𝑁 )
Qos [17] O(𝑛𝑤 log 𝑖𝑤 + log

2 |𝑊 |) O(log
3 𝑁 )

Table 3: Computation andCommunication of Prevailing SSE
Schemes. 𝑁 is the total number of document-keyword pairs,
|𝑊 | is the number of distinct keywords. 𝑎𝑤 is the total num-
ber of updates of𝑤 , 𝑛𝑤 is the number of files currently con-
taining 𝑤 , 𝑑𝑤 is the number of deleted entries for 𝑤 , and 𝑖𝑤
is the number of insertions. Comp is short for computation,
and Comm is for communication. S represents search, and
U is update.

As Protocol 1,U issues an image query 𝑞 to DO for searching

videos D𝑞 , semantically and visually similar to 𝑞. Specifically, SS
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first performs coarse search using the token (derived from the

semantic keywords) to retrieve subsets with similar semantics to 𝑞.

SS then performs meticulous search using the token (derived from

the visual representations) in retrieved subsets. Such searching

process can strike a nice trade-off between efficiency and precision,

meanwhile DO does not need to wait online (until D𝑞 is ready)

after sending the tokens. We summarize prevailing SSE schemes in

Table 3, compromising for various trade-offs.

4.3 Ranking with Similarity
As outlined in Algorithm 2, D𝑞 is further ranked with similarity at

DO, and top-𝑘 similar videos are returned toU. Table 4 summa-

rizes similarity measurements and their usages with SSE.

Algorithm 2 Rank(D𝑞, SmMm)
1: Sim = SmMm(𝐷𝑞,G𝑞) ⊲ Similarity measurement

2: DTop-k
𝑞 = Sort(D𝑞, Sim) ⊲ Rank with similarity

Measurement Formula E.g.
Hamming Distance

∑
𝑖 𝑈𝑖 ⊕ 𝑉𝑖 [38]

Jaccard Coefficient |U ∩ V|/| |U| + |V| − |U ∩ V| | Sec. 5

Cosine Similarity (∑𝑖 𝑈𝑖𝑉𝑖 )/(√∑
𝑖 𝑈

2

𝑖
·
√∑

𝑖 𝑉
2

𝑖
) [25]

Dice’s Coefficient 2|U ∩ V|/( |U| + |V|) [18]

Euclidean Distance

√∑
𝑖 (𝑈𝑖 −𝑉𝑖 )2 [56]

Table 4: Similarity Measurements

4.4 Database Update with Dynamic Security

Protocol 2 VidUpdt(EDB)
1: While op:
2: (𝜎 ′, 𝜎 ′∗; EDB′) ← Update(𝐾,𝐾∗, 𝜎, 𝜎∗, op, in; EDB)

Protocol 2 describes SSE updates for an updatable encrypted

database achieving hierarchical search. Table 5 differentiates vari-

ous leakage functions for achievable security types (Definition 3)

over SSE. SSE security following simulation paradigm [32] guaran-

tees that no more information is leaked except for explicit leakages

L = {LSetup, LSearch, LUpdate}. The setup leakage refers to the

information revealed when an SSE database is built, not relevant to

security for updating and searching.

4.5 Cooking Specialty Whatever You Expect
Our work describes the case of image-to-video search, yet it can be

adapted to other cases due to its modular design. Encrypted indices

are built atop both semantic keywords and visual representations.

It is easy to see that text-to-video search is naturally supported –

only with the coarse search. For video-to-video search, one can

decompose a video to a series of images, invoking our image-to-

video search. Our work aims at a generic framework for abstracting

previous instantiations and boosting further ones, as Remark 1.

Security Type Leakage Function
LSearch LUpdate

FP (sp(𝑤),UpHist(𝑤)) L′(op, ind)
FP + BP Type-I L′′(TimeDB(𝑤), 𝑎𝑤) L′(op)
FP + BP Type-II L′′(TimeDB(𝑤),Updates(w)) L′(op,𝑤)
FP + BP Type-III L′′(TimeDB(𝑤),DelHist(w)) L′(op,𝑤)

Table 5: Leakages for Updatable Database. FP is forward pri-
vacy, BP is backward privacy. L′,L′′ are stateless functions.
TimeDB(𝑤) denotes all timestamps of updating𝑤 excluding
deleted ones. Updates(𝑤) returns all timestamps of update
queries to𝑤 .DelHist(𝑤) returns all deletion operations to𝑤
and timestamp of the inserted entry it removes.

Remark 1. No instantiation is perfect, but rational one exists for
particularity. It is effected by multimedia types, computational re-
source, communication tolerance, client storage, and desirable security.

Images/videos can not be matched exactly as keywords, e.g., a
partially-similar spot in an image. Hashing techniques map sim-

ilar inputs to be fixed-length codes, meanwhile hash codes re-

garded as “keywords” can be searched via SSE. Extensive works

(e.g., [38, 60, 66]) have already combined traditional hashing tech-

niques and searchable encryption. Substituting promising advances

for processing multimedia, e.g., scene understanding [35], cross-

modal retrieval [59], can achieve fine-grained control of similarity

and accuracy. Cross-modal retrieval [67] enables flexible retrieval

across different modalities. Yet, current SSE schemes are mainly

designed for keyword searching without considering the content

similarity of different modalities. Building an encrypted database,

which contains different types of multimedia, to be searchable via

similarity-relevant indexes would be interesting.

Replacing underlying SSE scheme to one supporting boolean

queries [6, 19] can measure similarity over encryption. Picking rea-

sonable SSE schemes is not straightforward. In real-world usage, we

need to take computational resource at the server and client, com-

munication overhead in various scenarios, and security guarantee

into account. Multiple clients may share one multimedia database

for interests [57]. Combining recent advances on the multi-client

setting may add more flexibility for accessing encrypted database.

As a starting work with modularization, we expect that our work

would help further encrypted searches for improving various trade-

offs on particular scenarios.

5 INSTANTIATIONS OVER PRF-BASED SSE
For showing the practicality of our framework, we consider two

instantiations using different multimedia processing techniques.

The basic one with low computation employs scale-invariant fea-

ture transform [43], bag of visual words [13], locality sensitive

hashing [24], and Jaccard similarity [58]. The advanced one with

strong security equips with GPU to compute hashing codes derived

from deep hashing neural networks [65]. It offers moderate com-

putation overhead, and achieves forward-and-backward privacy

on encrypted database. Both instantiations are built on lightweight
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and practical SSE schemes [3, 32], only relying on computationally-

efficient pseudorandom (PRF) functions and symmetric key encryp-

tion. Standard PRF gives adaptive security, and constrained PRF

supports forward and backward privacy. Constrained PRF is as-

sociated a function C that performs evaluation with inputting 𝑥

constrained by C(𝑥) = 1.

5.1 Basic Instantiation
5.1.1 Ingredients for Basic Instantiation. Scale invariant feature

transform (SIFT) [43] is a feature detection algorithm. It is invariant

to uniform scaling, orientation, illumination changes, and partially

invariant to affine distortion. Bag of visual words (BoVW) [13]

performs 𝑘-means clustering over all vectors, yielding a visual

codebook of unique codewords (i.e., the centers of the clusters).
Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [24] is a set of hash functions

H = {ℎ : M → O} mapping inputs fromM to output space O.
We employ LSH to map features (with high frequencies) to visual

representations. Jaccard Similarity (JS) [58] is for ranking video

candidates through comparing similarity of visual codebooks.

Figure 4: Setup for Basic Instantiation

Bas-Setup-Coar(W, 1_)
(𝐾𝑓 , 𝐾𝑔, 𝐾𝑝 ) ← PRF(1_)
For𝑤 ∈W: Create L𝑟
Generate 𝛾

Bas-Enc-Vid(D, 𝐾𝐷 )
For 𝑖 ∈ [1, #D]:
𝐶𝑖 ← SKE.Enc𝐾𝐷

(𝐷𝑖 )

Bas-Setup-Meti(1_,R,D)
(𝐾∗
𝑓
, 𝐾∗𝑔 , 𝐾

∗
𝑝 ) ← PRF(1_)

𝐾𝐷 ← SKE.Gen(1_)
For 𝑟 ∈ R: Create L𝑟
For 𝐷 ∈ D: Create L𝐷
Execute Bas-Enc-Vid(D, 𝐾𝐷 )
Generate 𝛾∗id

Bas-Update(𝐾,𝐾∗, 𝜎, 𝜎∗, op, in; EDB)
For each 𝑖 ∈ [1, #𝐷]:
𝐶op ← SKE.Enc𝐾𝐷

(𝐷op)
Modify id, Add C′ = C∥𝐶 , Renew 𝛾,𝛾∗id

Figure 5: Hierarchical Search for Basic Instantiation

Bas-CoarSearch(𝐾, 𝜎,𝑤 ; EDB)
For𝑤𝑞 ∈ w𝑞

Encrypt𝑤𝑞 → 𝜏𝑠
Parse 𝜏𝑠 to (𝜏𝑓 ∥𝜏𝑔 ∥𝜏𝑝 )
If 𝜏𝑓 ∉ T𝑠 :

Return ⊥
Return I𝑞

Bas-MetiSearch(𝐾∗, 𝜎∗, 𝑟 ; EDB′)
For 𝑟𝑞 ∈ r𝑞 :

Encrypt 𝑟𝑞 → 𝜏∗𝑠
Parse 𝜏∗𝑠 to (𝜏∗

𝑓
∥𝜏∗𝑔 ∥𝜏∗𝑝 ).

Locate subsets by I𝑞
For id ∈ I𝑞 :

Return all {𝐶𝑖 }𝑖∈I∗𝑞

5.1.2 Encrypted Database Building. We employ a dynamic SSE

scheme [32] (building indices atopW and R) with optimal search

time. Moreover, features extracted are invariant to scaling, orien-

tation, and illumination, thus enabling to search a visually similar

“thing” in different sizes, at different locations, or in different con-

texts, etc. We encrypt each video in D and the indices extracted

from videos by any SKE, such as AES. An SKE scheme contains key

generation SKE.Gen, encryption SKE.Enc, and decryption SKE.Dec.

Figure 6: Ranking by Jaccard Similarity

JacSim(x, y)∑
𝑖 min(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )/∑
𝑖 max(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )

SimComp-Jac(𝐷𝑞,G𝑞)
For 𝑔 𝑗 ∈ G:

𝐽 𝑗 th = JacSim(x, y)
J𝑖th :=

∑
𝑗 𝐽 𝑗 th

Sort-Jac(D𝑞, Sm)
For 𝑖 ∈ I∗𝑞 :

𝐷𝑖 := SKE.Dec𝐾𝐷
(𝐶𝑖 )

For 𝐷𝑖 in #D𝑞 :
Execute SimComp-Jac(·)

Get (J
′large
1

, . . . , J
′small
𝑙

)
D′𝑞 = (𝐷

′large
1

, . . . , 𝐷
′small
𝑘

)

Video Preprocessing is to obtain the universe of semantic key-

wordsW and generate visual representations R𝑖 . By applying origin
labels on video (SemExtra), we obtain W for indicating high-level

contents of videos in similarities for the goal of classifying videos to

different subsets. After removing redundancies, we perform feature

extraction on keyframes (of D) with scale-space extrema detection,

i.e., VisExtra. For computing and generating feature vectors, the

steps of keypoint localization, orientation assignment, and keypoint

descriptor generation are performed one by one. We then manipu-

late the features using BoVW, where clustering is performed on all

the features. The visual vocabulary G consists of all the centers of

clusters. To generate visual representations R𝑖 for each video 𝐷𝑖 ,

top-𝑡 frequent features (corresponding to 𝑡 centers in G) of 𝐷𝑖 are
mapped to shorter hash values via LSH, whereR𝑖 = {𝑟𝑖1 , 𝑟𝑖2 , . . . , 𝑟𝑖𝑡 }
and 𝑟𝑖 𝑗 is the 𝑗-th hash value.Gwill also be used for ranking results.

Setup is outlined in Figure 4. Given a security parameter _,

DO samples a pair of key sets, i.e., 𝐾 = (𝐾𝑓 , 𝐾𝑔, 𝐾𝑝 ) and 𝐾∗ =

(𝐾∗
𝑓
, 𝐾∗𝑔 , 𝐾

∗
𝑝 , 𝐾𝐷 ), for coarse search and meticulous search, respec-

tively. The key sets inherit from the underlying SSE except that

an extra 𝐾𝐷 is used for encrypting D. For each keyword𝑤 ∈W, a

𝑤-associated linked list is created, recording identifier of a subset

containing𝑤 . WithW, DO divides D into multiple subsets, each

of which has a label containing a set of keywords.

Coarse search is to index keywords and subsets in an encrypted

form, in which subset-keyword pairs can be regarded as keyword-

file pairs in a standard SSE. Next, meticulous search is to index visual

representations and videos in each subset identified by id, to find an
encrypted index 𝛾∗id for relevant video candidates. An 𝑟 -associated

linked list is also created for indexing the videos that contain same

𝑟 . Another 𝐷-associated linked list is built for connecting nodes of

same video 𝐷𝑖 in different 𝑟 -associated linked lists since one video

has multiple representations R𝑖 = {𝑟𝑖 𝑗 } 𝑗 ∈#R𝑖 . At last, all encrypted
videos C along with (𝛾,𝛾∗id) are outsourced to the SS. Ranking is
to return the top-𝑘 relevant videos toU.

5.1.3 Encrypted Searching with Rank. Given an image query𝑞 from

U, DO processes 𝑞 to obtain its semantic keywords w𝑞 and visual

representations r𝑞 viaWRquery(·). As Figure 5, SS makes black-

box use of SSE to perform CoarSearch and MetiSearch for w𝑞 and

r𝑞 , respectively.
In the coarse search, SS uses 𝜏𝑠 to search over 𝛾 for locating

subsets I𝑞 with similar semantics to 𝑞. Specifically, SS parses 𝜏𝑠
to 𝜏𝑓 , 𝜏𝑔, 𝜏𝑝 , and then search the value of key 𝜏𝑓 (structure: key-

value pair). If 𝜏𝑓 does not exist, search result is “none”. Otherwise,

for each 𝑤𝑞 ∈ w𝑞 , the value of key 𝜏𝑓 is used to index in the
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search array to find the first node of𝑤-associated linked list, then

to retrieve all the identifiers of subsets with𝑤𝑞 node by node. In the

meticulous search, SS uses 𝜏∗𝑠 to search over 𝛾∗ in the similar way

(corresponding to located subsets) for returning encrypted videos

C𝑞 . Later,DO decrypts C𝑞 by 𝐾𝐷 , resulting in plaintext videos D𝑞 .
In Figure 6, DO computes Jaccard similarities between candidates

in D𝑞 and 𝑞 given G corresponding to frequency of each codeword,

and ranks the results in a descending order. Finally, DO returns

top-k similar videos D′𝑞 toU, where 𝑘 is preset byU.

5.1.4 Encrypted Database Updating. Our framework supports ad-

dition and removal of videos. To add a new video 𝐷 , DO encrypts

it as 𝐶 . By attaining semantic keywords and visual representations,

DO generates addition tokens 𝜏𝑎, 𝜏
∗
𝑎 as in SSE. To delete an existing

video 𝐷 , DO generates deletion tokes 𝜏𝑑 , 𝜏
∗
𝑑
with the subset that

𝐷 belongs to. Encrypted indices 𝛾,𝛾∗id are updated, meanwhile 𝐶 is

added to or removed from C.

5.1.5 Performance Analysis. We use semantic keyword w𝑞 to find

identifiers of satisfying subsets with O(#I𝑞) from semantic key-

word set W. For each visual representation 𝑟𝑞 , we need to find

𝑟 -associated linklists with only one round for identifying subsets.

#D𝑟 is the number of videos that is related to 𝑟 , and thus the aver-

age search complexity is O(#D𝑟 + 1). The total search time, which

depends on the number of r𝑞 , is O(
∑

#I𝑞 (#D𝑟 + 1)).
Space complexity refers to storage for both indexes and tokens

onSS, i.e.,O(#I+#W+∑
#I #D𝐼 +#R). #I, #W,

∑
#I #D𝐼 , #R are respec-

tively, the number of identifies,𝑤-associated search dictionary and

delete dictionary, 𝑟 -associated delete dictionary, and 𝑟 -associated

search dictionary. For DO, the storage of visual representations
is reduced greatly compared with that of feature vectors for each

video, which is determined by the number of codewords after BoVW

and LSH.

5.2 Security Analysis on Basic Instantiation
Intuitively, the security of our framework should guarantee that (1)

given the encrypted database and indices, no adversary can learn

anything about the plaintext database; and that (2) given a sequence

of tokens (generated from the search, add or delete operations), no

adversary can learn anything about either queried image or updated

video. Almost all efficient SSE schemes (e.g., [10, 32, 60] allow some

form of leakage for better performance. The security definition thus

allows a set of leakage functions formally defined in Section 5.2 for

our SSE over videos, which captures what is being leaked to the

adversaries by ciphertexts and the tokens.

Defined leakages are allowed for balancing security and effi-

ciency. Now we proceed to define these leakages.

• LStp for setup: Given the raw video database, LStp outputs

the number of videos #D, the number of sub-datasets #I,
the number of semantic keywords #w, the number of visual

representations #r, the number of cells for all search arrays

#A𝑠 , the identifiers (id, id∗) of all the sub-datasets and videos
and the bit-length of the D.
• LSrch for search: Given the video database and a query 𝑞,

LSrch outputs search pattern sp(𝑞) and access pattern AP(𝑞),
both of which are explained below.

• LUpdt for update: Given the video database and an update

query 𝐷 , LUpdt outputs the type of operation opt where
opt ∈ {add, del}. For the possible option add or del, the
add leakage LUpdt+ or the delete leakage LUpdt− is revealed,

both of which will be explained below.

Given the query 𝑞, both the search pattern sp(𝑞) and access pattern
AP(𝑞) of LSrch boil down to those of the underlying SSE scheme.

For sp(𝑞), it reveals whether the semantic keyword 𝑤 and visual

representation 𝑟 of search query have been searched before. The

access pattern AP(𝑞) is defined as the set of accessed identifiers

(id, id∗) of subsets and videos when handling 𝑞. The update leakage

function LUpdt is defined as, LUpdt = (LUpdt+ ,LUpdt− ), when an

update video 𝐷 is proceeded. The add leakage LUpdt+ reveals the

identifiers (id, id∗) of subsets and videos, and the bit-length of 𝐷 ,

and whether the𝑤 and 𝑟 have appeared before. The delete leakage

LUpdt− reveals the identities (id, id∗) of delete video 𝐷 , and the

identities id∗ of the first videos before and after 𝐷 with the related

identifiers id of subsets.

Theorem 5.1. If 𝐹 , 𝐺 , and 𝑃 are pseudo-random and SKE are
CPA-secure, then basic instantiation is (LStp,LSrch,LUpdt)-secure
against adaptive chosen-query attacks in the random oracle model,
where 𝐻 is modeled as a random oracle.

Proof Sketch: Recall Definition 3.1 for security and consider secu-

rity guarantee originated from Dynamic SSE in each search. The

simulator S works as follows. It simulates the encrypted database

including both videos and indices by using the information given in

LStp. That is, the simulation is similar to the real setup algorithm,

except that ciphertexts of videos are replaced by SKE encryptions of
0, and outputs of 𝐹,𝐺, 𝑃 are replaced by randomly-chosen strings.

To simulate the search queries 𝑞, S needs to keep track of vari-

ous dependencies revealed in LSrch. Given sp(𝑞), if any part of 𝑞

(i.e.,𝑤𝑞 and 𝑟𝑞 ) has appeared before, S just returns the previously

simulated tokens. Otherwise, S chooses unused entries in the simu-

lated indices (i.e., T𝑠 ) as the simulated tokens, and also programs the

random oracle𝐻 based on AP(𝑞) to ensure consistency. To simulate

newly-added𝐷 , S first simulates its encrypted token in similar way

of simulating the database, and then updates the internal structures

with LStp. The token for deleting 𝐷 can be simulated similarly.

Simulation and Basic Instantiation are indistinguishable, and we

prove the adaptive security. □

5.3 Advanced Instantiation
5.3.1 Deep Hashing via Central Similarity. Let 𝑓 : 𝑥 ∈ R𝐷 ↦→
ℎ ∈ {0, 1}𝐾 be the deep hash function (DHF), where 𝑥 ∈ X =

{{𝑥𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1
, 𝐿} is data point and 𝐿 is the semantic label set. Given the

following hash centers, the hash codes are generated by a deep

neural network via similarity estimation [65]. Let hash codes be

H = [ℎ1, . . . , ℎ𝑚]. Given the generated centers C = {𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐𝑚}
for a video set, learning objective of central similarity is to maximize

logarithm posterior of hash codes with respect to C. Central simi-

larity allows similar data pairs to approach the same hash center,

while dissimilar data pairs are far from each other.

5.3.2 Construction. Video Preprocessing employs state-of-art deep

hashing [65] for generating W and R. The idea is to generate a set

of hash centers constrained by a sufficient distance, and later learn
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hash functions supervised by central similarity. Let Fℎ : 𝑥 ↦→ ℎ ∈
{0, 1}𝐾 be (deep) hashing neural network from video set D to Δ-bit
Hamming space. The abstraction of Fℎ preserves global similarities

between data pairs for improving hashing accuracy. Hash centers

for each category are used in coarse search, while hash codes on

data points are for meticulous search.

Figure 7: Setup for Advanced Instantiation

Adv-Setup-Coar(W, 1_)
𝐾 ← PRF(1_)
W, EDB← empty map

Adv-Setup-Meti(1_,R,D)
𝐾∗ ← PRF(1_)
R, EDB← empty map

Figure 8: Hierarchical Search for Advanced Instantiation

Adv-CoarSearch(𝐾, 𝜎,𝑤 ; EDB)
Execute Diana.Search()
Output each id

Adv-MetiSearch(𝐾∗, 𝜎∗, 𝑟 ; EDB′)
Locate subsets by I𝑞 = {id}
Execute Diana.Search()
Return C𝑞

Figure 9: Update for Advanced Instantiation

Adv-Update-Coar(𝐾, 𝜎, op, in)
𝐾𝑤 ∥𝐾 ′𝑤 ← PRF()
cnt = 𝑛𝑤 − 1

If cnt = ⊥: cnt← −1

𝑇 cnt+1
𝑤 = 𝐹 .Eval(·)
W[𝑤] ← cnt + 1

Update UT cnt+1
𝑒 ← id ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝐾 ′𝑤 ,𝑇 cnt+1

𝑤 )

Adv-Update -Meti(𝐾∗, 𝜎∗, op, in)
𝐾𝑟 ∥𝐾 ′𝑟 ← PRF()
cnt∗ = 𝑛𝑟 − 1

If cnt∗ = ⊥: cnt∗ ← −1

𝑇 cnt∗+1
𝑟 = 𝐹 .Eval(·)
R[𝑟 ] ← cnt∗ + 1

Update𝑈𝑇cnt∗+1
𝑒∗ ← id∗ ⊕ 𝐻2 (𝐾 ′𝑟 ,𝑇 cnt∗+1

𝑟 )
Adv-Update -Push(𝐾,𝐾∗, 𝜎, 𝜎∗, op, in; EDB)

Execute Adv-Update-Coar(·), Adv-Update -Meti(·)
Send (𝑈𝑇cnt+1,𝑈𝑇cnt∗+1, 𝑒, 𝑒∗), Update EDB← 𝑒, 𝑒∗

As Figure 7, setup inputsD, hash centersW = C, and hash codes

R = H for building encrypted database EDB. For hierarchical search
in Figure 8, DO receives C𝑞 from SS, and later, returns Jaccard-

similar videos to theU. Specifically, the SS calls Diana.Search to

attain a set of id for locating subsets with respect to 𝑤 . In each

subset, the SS performs meticulous search regarding to 𝑟 .

Update is outlined in Figure 9. Define cnt to be a counter. cnt is
incremented by 1 when a new file associated to𝑤 is added. For each

𝑤 ∈ W, 𝐾𝑤 is for generating tokens UT specific to 𝑤 . For each

𝑟 ∈ R, 𝐾∗𝑟 is for generating tokens UT∗ specific to 𝑟 . Tokens, cnt,
and encryption 𝑒, 𝑒∗, are outsourced to the SS. Deletion requires

constrained PRF 𝐹 to enforce the equation Θ𝑥1,...,𝑥𝑛 (𝑥) = 1 if and

only if 𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑐] for deleted entries 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 .

5.3.3 Performance Analysis. Let n𝑤 be the size of the search re-

sult set for keyword𝑤 , a𝑤 be the total number of inserted entries

matching𝑤 , and d𝑤 be the number of deleted entries matching𝑤 .

The equality n𝑤 = a𝑤 − d𝑤 holds. For identifying qualified subsets,

SS performs searching with complexity O(a𝑤). Next, meticulous

search needs O(a𝑟 ) in each subset, where a𝑟 ≪ a𝑤 usually in

practical usage. The overall search complexity is O(a𝑤 + a𝑤 · a𝑟 )
within our framework. Update complexity is O(log a𝑤) for seman-

tics and O(log a𝑟 ) for visuals per subset. Thus, the overall update
complexity is O(log a𝑤 + log a𝑤 · log a𝑟 ).

Diana is instantiated by a tree-based GGM pseudorandom gen-

erator. During a search, DO sends O(d𝑤 log a𝑤) tree nodes for

coarse search and O(d𝑟 log a𝑟 ) tree nodes for meticulous search.

SS returns O(n𝑤) encrypted video files. The overall communica-

tion complexity for a search is O(n𝑤 + d𝑤 log a𝑤 + d𝑟 log a𝑟 ). By
the GGM tree, update complexity is optimal, which is O(1).

5.4 Security Analysis on Advanced
Instantiation

Advanced instantiation provides forward privacy and type-III back-

ward privacy. Forward privacy [2] ensures that update queries do

not leak which (earlier-searching) keywords are involved in the

keyword/document pairs that are being updated.

Definition 5 (Forward privacy). An L-adaptively-secure dy-
namic SSE scheme is forward private if and only if update leakage
satisfies LUpdate ((op,𝑤, id)) = L′(op, id). L′ is stateless function,
and leaks no keyword information.

Backward privacy limits the leakage of the search𝑤 to connect

previously-deleted identifiers. Bost et al. [3] formally define back-

ward privacy. In this work, we consider backward privacy type-III.

Definition 6 (Backward privacy). An L-adaptively-secure dy-
namic SSE scheme achieves backward privacy with update pattern if
and only if

LUpdate (op,𝑤, id) = L′(op,𝑤)
LSearch (𝑤) = L′′(TimeDB(𝑤),DelHist(𝑤))

where L′, L′′ are stateless functions.

In our instantiation, security comes from that an adversary can

only see constrained PRF keys during searches. Given the range

with respect to inserted files and security of constrained PRF, an

adversary cannot predict the evaluation associated with tokens

out of the aforementioned range. Security allows a set of leakages

below,

• Lfp
for forward privacy: Given the video database, the up-

date keyword-document pairs in, and an update operation

op, LUpdt
fp outputs the update operation op only.

• Lbp
for backward privacy: Given the video database, the

update operation op, and update keyword-document pairs

in, Lbp
outputs the documents currently matching𝑤, 𝑟 and

which deletion canceled which addition.

Theorem 5.2. Let 𝐹 be a pseudorandom function, 𝐹 be a con-
strained pseudorandom function, and 𝐻1, 𝐻2 be hash functions. Then,
advanced instantiation satisfies forward and backward privacy.
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Proof Sketch: We apply Definition 3.1 in advanced instantiation.

Define a simulation that replaces the calls to 𝐹 by random numbers.

Simultaneously, hash functions 𝐻1, 𝐻2 are simulated by random

numbers. The adversary cannot distinguish the simulation above

and the real SSE scheme. Suppose the adversary can attack advanced

instantiation, which implies that she can break the security of

constrained PRF. Yet, this implication contradicts our assumption

of the secure constrained PRF. Besides, the relation of 𝑟 and subset

identifier is hidden by updating counter. We finish the proofs of

Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 3.1. □

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
For basic instantiation, we perform experiments with SS and DO
being commodity computers with the Intel Xeon(R) CPU 64-bit

3.40GHz×8, 8GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. For advanced in-

stantiation, we perform our experiments on a commodity computer

with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz×4, 32GiB RAM,

and GPU specialized by GeForce RTX 1080 Ti, running Deepin.

Precision and Recall. Precision is the fraction of relevant in-

stances among the retrieved instances, which is defined as Prcs =
N−P /N

+
P where the integer N−P is the number of retrieval videos

consisting the search token, and the integer N+P is the number of

all retrieval videos. Recall is the fraction of relevant instances that

have been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances,

which is defined as Rc = N−R /N
+
R . Here, the integer N−R is the

number of retrieval videos consisting the search token, and the

integer N+R is the number of all videos consisting the search token

in the dataset. We would not redundantly show false positive and

false negtive of LSH, since Prcs and Rc have already reflected them.

When computing precision, N−P is set to min(𝑘,N+R ). This consid-
ers the number of needed videos 𝑘 fromU is larger than that of all

existed needed videos N+R in the dataset. As for recall, if N+R and 𝑘

satisfy the inequality 𝑘 ≤ N+R , we set recall to 1 when all 𝑘 videos

are right ones. Trend function for the total effect of Prcs and Rc is
defined as Trd =

(
Prcs + Rc − Ct

)
where the value Ct is a constant

Ct ∈ [0, 2). The function Trd can help us to find the optimal point

with variation of precision and recall.

Datasets. UCF101 [52] consists of 101 action classes which have

been divided into five types, 13, 320 clips and 27 hours of video in

total. Caltech101 [37] is an image dataset to evaluate the precision

of hierarchical search. MS COCO [39] contains photos of 91 objects

types with a total of 2.5 million labeled instances in 328k images.

HMDB51 [33] is a large action database with 51 action categories,

which contains 6, 766 manually annotated clips of videos.

Experiment Setup. In basic instantiation, we use UCF101 and

Caltech101. Semantic keyword sets are from the name of classes

such as “Horse” and “Basketball". Since the existing dataset has

been classified, we build encrypted indices over these names of

classes instead of building a new dataset. For visual representation,

we resize every frame into 320 × 240 after extracting from videos.

Then, we build codewords for every class/subclass based on 128-

dimension feature vectors. Every codeword in the dictionary can be

transformed into visual representation after LSH. In our case, the

storage of video dataset for UCF101 is 6.69GB, the storage of resized

frames is 322MB, the storage of feature vectors is 3.57GB and the

storage of visual representations is from 3MB to 20MB. When we

build codewords, we use the database which the noise frames have

been dropped as possible. For LSH, we use empirical parameters

(0.1, 0.7, 0.986, 0.032)-sensitive hash for mapping representations

which satisfies the requirements as discussed in Section 5.1.1.

In advanced instantiation, we conduct experiments over three

datasets, UCF101 [52], MS COCO [39] and HMDB51 [33]. The ratio

of similar data and non-similar data is 1 : 1. On MS COCO, we use

10k videos for training and 5k videos for testing. For HMDB51, we

have 3.5k videos for training and 1.5k videos for testing. Following

Diana, PRF has been instantiated with HMAC. Range-constrained

PRF uses AES in counter mode for the pseudo-random generator.

Hash function is from AES with Matyas-Meyer-Oseas mode.

6.1 Results of Basic Instantiation
We did not consider the time for preprocessing the video since

it is done in plaintext. In our experiment, we set the number of

visual representations to 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000. Figure 10 shows

the time for index building, search, addition, and deletion. The

number of semantic keywords #w is smaller than that of visual

representations #r, so coarse search finishes faster than meticulous

search. In Figure 10, we found that the time is closely related to

the number of LSH and the number of visual representations since

they represent the information granularity in representing video

data and affects the number of retrieved videos.

We evaluated precision and recall with different number of visual

representations in Figure 12. As the number of visual representa-

tions increases, the recall decreases without ranking. After ranking,

precision and recall changes little as the number of visual words

varies. The precision with 3000 visual representations is a little bit

higher than others. In this process, visual representation accuracy

influences the precision of search a lot since the exact visual rep-

resentation can map to a series of similar frames in Dynamic SSE.

Here, we also share a bad result in Figure 12 of𝑤-based search with

single 𝑤 or multiple ones of query image. We found that query

image may be related to many semantic keywords, which largely

influences the precision in multiple𝑤 setting. In single𝑤 setting,

although we can achieve the high precision when the number of𝑤

is 2500, we explain it because performing searches in a known and

clearly classified dataset is needed, which is not always practical

in real life. Figure 13 shows searching results if one expects to find

related videos with the image query.

6.2 Results of Advanced Instantiation
We set the number of hash centers to be 80 for MS COCO, 100

for UCF101, and 70 for HMDB51 for course-level search. Table 6

shows mean average precision for video preprocessing, mostly

around 80%. We can see that the mean average precision increases

when the length of hash turns to be large. Table 8 shows the addi-

tion/deletion time of advanced instantiation with the length of hash

varies. Specifically, when hash codes turn to be longer, the time

for addition and deletion becomes longer. Figure 13 shows some

examples of searching within our framework. It shows that most

results are of interests, except a wrong case with a small possibility.

For different database size |D|, we show the addition/deletion time

in Table 9. As the size of D increases, advanced instantiation costs

more time to handle addition operations. Deletion time varies little
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Figure 10: Time of Basic Instantiation

(a) Index Building Time (b) Search Time (c) Time of Adding Videos (d) Time of Deleting Videos

with the size increasing. As for precision and recall, we can see that

they are negatively correlated in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows search

time and index building time.

In advanced instantiation, we expect to show a set of evalua-

tive results that are close to real-world searching. In particular,

encrypted database contains both similar and non-similar data to

simulate a real database on the Internet. Although the precision

and recall seems to be worse than that of basic instantiation, they

can be improved by processing the irrelevant data (or handcrafting

the subsets) before building encrypted database.

6.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
We elaborate experimental evaluation of Table 1. Since we can-

not find reasonable counterparts for encrypted video search, we

compare our works with Keyword-SSE and Similarity-SSE.

Keyword-SSE. Figure 11 compared search time between two-

step search and one-step search (i.e., directly adopting keyword-

SSE [32]). For one-step search, we removed the stage of identifying

the sub-datasets, and performed searching over the whole dataset.

We can see that hierarchical search can improve speed for avoiding

linear scan of searching.

Similarity-SSE. Since Li et al. [38] have improved previous

scheme [60] by Wang et al., we put our main effort on aligning

the former one. We additionally perform experiments on image

search for comparing with encrypted image search [38], showing

the improved performance on our modular. We configured identical

Figure 11: Comparison of One/Two-Step Search

(a) Time Comparison (LSH=32) (b) Time Comparison (LSH=128)

Figure 12: Searching Results

(a) Precision and Recall (LSH=32) (b) Searching with w

Dataset 16-bit hash 32-bit hash 64-bit hash
MS COCO 0.747 0.795 0.833

HMDB51 0.834 0.872 0.872

Table 6: Mean Average Precision for Video Preprocessing

length of hashing codes and utilize same holiday dataset [26] for

alignment.

We draw hashing centers of 128-bit with assistance of Hadamard

matrix, and pick 58 classes from holiday dataset [26]. We test preci-

sion in three different settings: 1) test dataset is a subset of training
dataset; 2) test dataset is a equal to training dataset (i.e., same as

[38]); 3) test dataset has no intersection with training dataset. The

images identified to be one class are much more similar than that of

datasets we used in Part 6.1 and Part 6.2. This part of explains the

reason for excessive precision (i.e., much better than we expected

before comparison), as shown in Table 7. Notably, precision is 75%

as claimed in [38], while our solution can reach 100%. Tradition

hashing techniques are suitable for “simple” datasets, in which im-

ages of same class are almost same, while deep hashing can do well

in both “simple” and “rich” datasets.

Test⊂Train Test=Train Test⊈Train Counterpart [38]
100.00% 100.00% 96.71% 75%

Table 7: Precision Comparison
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Figure 13: Examples of Search Results

(a) Basic Instantiation (b) Advanced Instantiation (c) Advanced Instantiationw

Figure 14: Precision and Recall in Advanced Instantiation

(a) 16-bit Deep Hash (b) 32-bit Deep Hash

(c) 64-bit Deep Hash

Figure 15: Results of Advanced Instantiation

(a) Search Time (b) Index Building Time

Time(s) 16-bit hash 32-bit hash 64-bit hash
Add Del Add Del Add Del

MS COCO 0.010 0.010 0.023 0.018 0.032 0.024

UCF101 0.008 0.007 0.017 0.014 0.022 0.015

HMDB51 0.006 0.006 0.013 0.011 0.020 0.013

Table 8: Addition/Deletion Time for Advanced Instantiation

Size of D 10 100 1k 10k 100k

MS COCO

Add 0.017 0.018 0.024 0.023 0.035

Del 0.010 0.011 0.014 0.015 0.024

UCF101

Add 0.017 0.019 0.024 0.027 n/a

Del 0.011 0.012 0.016 0.016 n/a

HMDB51

Add 0.014 0.015 0.025 n/a n/a

Del 0.010 0.010 0.013 n/a n/a

Table 9: Time of Addition and Deletion in Advanced Instan-
tiation

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed a hash-assistant search framework over encrypted

videos. The framework builds atop standard video processing and

dynamic SSE schemes, making it support addition or removal of

videos. Its modular design supports both old techniques and up-

to-date advances. As discussed, our framework can be adapted

to handle text or video queries, and some other extensions like

reducing leakage are also applicable. Our experiments over real-

world datasets showed that our framework is accurate and efficient.

We hope our work can build the bridge and stimulate further research
in processing encrypted data and video retrieval.
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